
Email Tips to Bring Good Luck



Whether you’re Irish or not, 
St. Patrick’s Day is a magic
period of the year. 
 
 
Very much like leprechauns,
except subscribers start
contacting or engagement, 
email marketers never see them.
 
 
With the aid of segmented
mailing lists, coerce content and
a bit of luck, marketers can spark
brand engagement and strike
gold this March.



Following are some of the email tips that one needs to follow to bring some
luck into your email marketing campaigning :



Segment for

In today’s fast-trending atmosphere,
customers need appropriate content
that suits their necessities, passions
and interests. Marketers should
segment their mailing lists when
reasonable to build personal
campaigns tailored to particular
subscriber groups’ concerns. 

St.Paddy’s Day Victory



Not only does this benefit to
forming a more confident
relationship between subscribers
and brands, but it can further
stimulate revenue as well. 
 
Last year alone, customers spent
an approximated $5.3 billion on
St. Patrick’s Day celebrations, 
according to the National Retail
Federation.

Building Relationship 



Behavioural data is crucial to thriving
segmentation and building out more

compelling email campaigns. 
 

Design segmented mailing lists that
match with consumers’ past orders

and the subcategories that drop
within them (such as shopping within

a particular section, price reach, and
distinctly identifiable determinants). 

 
When used productively,

segmentation can work as an added
push to boost subscribers to finance

in brands.



As the proverb goes, everyone is Irish on St. Patrick’s
Day. In fact, according to a recent survey, 56% of

Americans intend to celebrate this Irish festival in 2018. 
 

While four-leaf clovers and pots of gold may be
laborious to come across,marketers can still take benefit

of the festivities by joining with subscribers through
themed giveaways to fit the holiday.

With an Incentive / Happy Hours
Try Your Luck!

TECHNO DATA GROUP



 By using entertainment and
communicative methods of joining
with subscribers, marketers can grab
the attention of even the least
committed contacts on mailing lists. 
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Distinctive incentives, such as holiday-
themed deduction codes, promotions or
even a year-round loyalty program, can
make all the difference and encourage

subscribers to develop a more profound
relationship with brands.
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for an Added Touch
Utilize Social Media

Social media plays an indispensable part
in shaping out campaigns. It helps as a
supplementary stage to assist spread the
talk about forthcoming events and
promotions through retweets and shared
posts.
 
Social media also encourages
subscribers to directly communicate with
brands in a style that complements and
prolongs beyond email campaigns.
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Utilize social media to develop the
brand uniqueness and integrity

among subscribers, and don’t forget
to cross-promote. Give links to your
social media channels at the bottom
of every email marketing campaign,

and post links to email campaigns on
Facebook and Twitter to foster a

stronger following across all
platforms.
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By applying the above tips, marketers can
make use of  St. Paddy’s Day carnivals and

finds their private gold in the form of inflated
subscriber engagement. Generate individual
campaigns with innovative and propelling

content to promote email contacts to
communicate with brands. With a sprinkle of

luck, marketers can build email campaigns
and foster ever-lasting relationships that

resonate with subscribers.
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Narwhal Data Partners

We are the world's leading providers of most
advanced low-cost data-driven and data
intelligence services.We can help you find
the best prospects and identify new
opportunities to target across the globe. 
We have built our esteem on building
relationships and the ultimate goal is to 
help companies build and sustain a 
winning business model for the 21st century. 

Get Global Business Information
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WEBSITE
www.technodatagroup.com

PHONE
+1 (302) 268 6889

EMAIL
sales@technodatagroup.com

Your Feedback is all we need!
That's how we Improve.

Follow Us :


